
2. The Flow of Worship 
   

Get Started 

Worship is one of those subjects which is mentioned quiet a bit in 
the Christian world but is on the whole not fully understood.  
Sunday morning may be referred to as 'the Worship service' or the 
team providing the music may be called the 'Worship Band'. Even 
a section of a meeting may be recognised as the 'Worship time'. 
Whilst this is not wrong it can lead to the impression that worship 
only involves sections of our life (something we only do on a 
Sunday or in a some part of the meeting). Worship is much more. 

Read: John 4:16-24 

Here in our scripture concerning the well known story of Jesus' 
encounter with the Samaritan Woman, some incredibly important 
teaching emerges concerning Worship.  It happens because the 
woman tries to use religious argument to try and deflect the 
insight Jesus reveals about her.  

• What was that revelation? 

Jesus used an encounter with a lowly Samaritan Woman to teach 
great truth about Worship. 

Dig Deeper - Truth is the Foundation of Worship 

Without truth Worship ends up heading in the wrong direction. 
Jesus was direct about the Samaritan religion. 
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Read: John 4:22 

• Discuss for a few moments why their religion lacked truth.  

Religion will always take us into error. Today society overall has a 
'Pick & Mix approach to religion where the prevailing belief is that 
it doesn't matter what or who you worship as long as it makes you 
happy. This is a lie! Believing a lie will not get you to heaven!  

Worship founded on truth brings the reality of God to human 
hearts. As True Worship flows the human heart is brought into an 
growing intimacy with the Father. 

The Spirit makes Worship Alive and Personal 

Read: John 4:21&23 

It's important to point out Jesus revealed that even though 'the 
Jews', who kept their faith pure from false religion had slipped into 
just a 'Knowledge' experience of Worship 

• Can you remember how Mark explained ‘Knowledge 
Experience Worship’? 

Jesus linked another word with truth which must never be ignored 
- SPIRIT (Pneuma).  This is the very breath of God - The Holy Spirit 
who gives life to all things, in this case the Truth of God’s Word in 
us. 

• Can you think of other parts of the Bible that features the 
‘Breath of God’? 

Read: Acts 17:28a 

Jesus goes on to say two things that are very dogmatic! Those 
who worship in this way are TRUE WORSHIPPERS and  the Father is 
actively seeking them!  This is why Worship is so important - the 
Holy Spirit and our spirits flowing together. 
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True Worship is Work-ship 

Jesus' disciples  came back with food and were surprised that 
they found Him not only talking to a Samaritan Woman but saying 
that He had a particular kind of food that they knew nothing 
about! 

Read: John 4:34 

• What are the two things that Jesus said were His nourishment? 

The Woman only saw worship in the context of religion. The 
disciples saw worship as something outside of work. Jesus 
revealed in this ordinary but revolutionary encounter that Worship 
is the channel by which all of life should flow - not just for special 
times or places but to live in 'the flow' of   His presence and joyfully 
completing His plan for our lives. 
In this context 'work' is not a drudgery but the satisfaction of 
knowing we are doing the will of the Master.  

• Spend a couple of moments thinking about where you are 
each day. Are you at home and feel housework is not 'His 
Work'? Are you in a difficult employment and you feel 
undervalued? Do you need secure employment? The first step 
is make your life a life of Worship. Pray for each other right now 
that you may flow with Him in Spirit and Truth wherever you are 
each day. 

Flowing Together in Worship 

Worship is the main artery for the Body of Christ. If worship brings 
the individual into a flowing intimacy with the Father and a 
deeper understand of His purposes, can you imagine what it must 
mean for the Body of Christ? 

Read: Philippians 2:2 

• In the video clip we watched on Sunday what was it that made 
the impossible become possible? 
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True worship recognises that we must flow not only with the Spirit 
into the Father's presence but we must also flow together with our 
brothers and sisters! A life of worship demands we do the work of 
the Father which can only be done by connecting hearts and 
minds together. 

On of the physical pathways that can help us to do this is to sing 
spiritual truth together - the same principle has been used since 
the beginning of time. 

Paul the Apostle knew how powerful this is.  We know this by what 
he said in the following verse. 

Read: Ephesians 5:18b&19 

Apply it 

• Spend some time in worship making music to the Lord.
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